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Introduction 
 
The DL180 and DL181 dataloggers act as a coordinator of the whole LongNet radio 
network, which allows communication with remotes via radio. 
 
The structure of the network is star (datalogger as central point), considering that there 
can be repeaters that in turn create a star subnetwork. The repeaters operate with two 
frequencies, so that for the first frequency corresponds to the network to which it is 
connected and the second frequency to the subnetwork it creates. The following 
diagram shows an example of a radio network structure with two repeaters. 
 

 
 
There are two types of communications, those initiated by the datalogger and those 
initiated by the remote: 

 
- Remote-initiated communications: the remote is 
normally in a sleeping state in order to maximize 
battery life, and every 5, 10 or 15 minutes 
(depending on the equipment and configuration) 
wakes up and sends a message to the datalogger. 
These communications have these characteristics: 

 
o They are unidirectional 
o Support multiple repeater jumps 
o This is how the following devices work: 
PC: Pulse Counter 
TH: Temperature & Humidity sensor 
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- Communications initiated by the datalogger: 
the datalogger interrogates the remote that 
responds with a message. These 
communications have these characteristics: 
 
o They are two-way 
o Support one repeater at most 
o This is how the following devices work: 
 

 GW: Gateway 
 CM: Compact Meter 
 CO2: CO2 sensor 

 
 

 

Technology 
 
 
The LongNet network operates with ultra narrow band technology to maximize the 
distance to be covered and to minimize interference. 
 
Ultra-narrow band technology operates at a very precise frequency and in a very tight 
channelization that allows increasing the distances but limiting the speed. This limitation 
is not relevant in IoT applications since short information packets are sent. 
 
LongNet is offered in two freely usable frequencies: 
 
- 433MHz 
- 868MHz 
 
The preferred option is 433MHz since better obstacle penetration is obtained by being 
a lower frequency. 
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Installation criteria 
 
LongNet technology can cover greater distances and penetrate obstacles better than 
other technologies, but the results are highly dependent on applying the correct criteria 
described in this document. 
 
Antennas 
 
The possible antennas to be used are of four types: 
 
- Internal antenna: certain equipment incorporates an integrated antenna. In these 
cases the equipment should not be placed inside a metal box or the radio signal will be 
strongly attenuated. 
 
- Angled antenna: direct connection to the equipment. In these cases, the equipment 
should not be placed inside a metal box or the radio signal will be strongly attenuated. 
 
- Magnetic antenna: antenna with 2m cable and magnetic base. It is suitable when the 
equipment is, for example, in a metal cabinet and thanks to the antenna cable it allows 
us to place it outside the frame. It is very important that whenever this antenna is used, 
it is placed by fixing its magnetic base on a metal base of at least 5x5cm. 
 
- Rod antenna: antenna with 5m cable. It is suitable when you want to improve the range 
thanks to its 5dBi gain. As it has a 5m cable, it allows to free obstacles and place it as 
high as possible. This antenna should always be installed with the L base supplied. 
 

 

Equipos con antena interna SIEMPRE fuera de caja metálica. 
Equipos con antena acodada SIEMPRE fuera de caja metálica.

En instalaciones con antena magnética, dicha antena deberá estar 
SIEMPRE ubicada fuera de caja metálica e instalada sobre base 

metálica de al menos 5x5cm. Antena con cable de 2m.
En instalaciones con antena de varilla, dicha antena SIEMPRE 

deberá estar ubicada fuera de caja metálica e instalada sobre la 
base en L suministrada. Antena con cable de 5m y mayor 

ganancia. 
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The angled antenna is for indoor installation, and the magnetic and rod antenna for 
indoor or outdoor installation. 
 
The repeaters use two antennas, which can be the same or different always using the 
criteria explained above. 
 
Installation 
 
For the installation of the antennas, the following considerations must be taken into 
account, some of which have already been mentioned in the previous point: 
 
- Respect which antennas are indoor (angled, magnetic and rod) and which antennas 
can be used outdoors (magnetic and rod). 
 
- If the equipment is inside a metal frame, the angled antenna should not be used and 
the magnetic or rod antenna should be placed so that the antenna is outside the cabinet. 
 
 
- If the magnetic antenna is used, always place it on a metal base of at least 5x5cm. 
 
- If the rod antenna is used, always place it on the supplied L-bracket. 
 
 
- The antenna connectors (SMA type) must be tightened without forcing (tightened by 
hand, never with a tool). 
- Antenna cables must not be coiled or forced, so that tight curves are not forced. Any 
tension seen in the outer sheath of the cable indicates that it has been forced and 
invalidates the antenna.  
 
- The antennas should be placed as far away from metal surfaces (blind or meshed) as 
possible because they prevent the propagation of the signal through these surfaces. 
 
 
- Try to move the equipment away from an electromagnetic noise generator such as 
frequency variators, transformers, photovoltaic inverters, etc. 
 
- If there is a high power radio frequency transmitter in the vicinity of the installation 
(FM transmitters, telephone base stations, etc.), consult the technicians to obtain 
specific recommendations in each case to minimize the loss of sensitivity that can be 
generated in that environment.  
 
 
- Place all antennas (datalogger and remote) vertically. If this is not necessary, consult 
with the technicians to obtain recommendations. 
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Network planning 
 
-To plan the installation of a network, a series of criteria must be followed, which are 
explained in this section.  

 
-There are no recommendations that are always valid. If the distances and obstacles are 
not important, placing angled and/or magnetic antennas (always respecting the 
considerations of the previous point) will be enough. If the distances and/or obstacles 
are relevant, what is explained below should be borne in mind.  

 
-Let's consider two cases: all the equipment is in the same building and it is necessary to 
communicate between floors and when there are several buildings or booths and the 
signal must be propagated between some buildings and others. 

 
-Communication within the same building 
 
-In this case, there are two approaches: 
 
- You can use a facade or a skateboard near which the equipment can be placed. In this 
case, obtaining a good signal will normally not be complicated and there are no special 
recommendations, apart from placing all the antennas on that facade or skate.

 
- If it is not possible to use a facade or a skate, the datalogger should be placed on a floor 
so that most of the devices to be communicated are above it. Normally this will be on 
the ground floor. If the signal does not reach any floor, a repeater must be installed in 
an intermediate point. 

DATALOGGER

CONTADOR DE 
PULSOS

SENSOR

COMUNICACIÓN MEDIANTE INSTALACION DE ANTENAS EN FACHADA O PATINILLO

MALA SEÑAL

BUENA SEÑAL

SENSOR
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Of course, it is not possible to summarize or contemplate all possible cases, so the 
recommendation is that when there are special circumstances you should consult our 
technicians. 
 
Communication between several buildings 
 
In this type of installation, the aim is to minimise the obstacles that the radio signal has 
to pass through. LongNet technology does not require line of sight, but it should be kept 
in mind that obstacles have more impact than distance.  
 
The usual way to minimize obstacles (buildings, vegetation, vehicles, etc.) is to have the 
central point of communications (datalogger antenna or repeater antennas) as high as 
possible, so that the signal path is from top to bottom and vice versa.  
 
In this case the datalogger antenna should be in the highest possible position, freeing 
obstacles. It is recommended to place it in a cabinet in a high area of the building higher 
than the building complex and with the rod antenna use the 5m of cable so that the 
antenna is high on the roof or in a front oreintada to where most of the remote ones 
are. 
 

DATALOGGER

SENSOR

SENSOR

COMUNICACIÓN MEDIANTE LOCALIZACION DE EQUIPOS DENTRO DEL EDIFICIO.

MALA SEÑAL

BUENA SEÑAL

SENSOR

Nota: en edificios con muchas plantas es aconsejable realizar la instalación mediante fachada o patinillo.
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If there are limitations for the datalogger to be at the top of the tallest building, it is 
recommended that a repeater be placed at the top of the tallest building, with rod 
antennas (two antennas being a repeater) placing the antennas in a position that 
releases possible obstacles around them. 

  

SENSOR

SENSOR

DATALOGGER

SENSORSENSOR

SENSOR

COMUNICACIÓN ENTRE VARIAS EDIFICACIONES CON DATALOGGER Y ANTENA DE VARILLA UBICADOS EN LA POSICION MAS 
ALTA POSIBLE DEL EDIFICIO.

MALA SEÑAL

BUENA SEÑAL

SENSOR

SENSOR

SENSOR

REPETIDOR

SENSOR

DATALOGGER

SENSOR

MALA SEÑAL

BUENA SEÑAL

COMUNICACIÓN ENTRE DIFERENTES EDIFICACIONES MEDIANTE EL USO DE REPETIDOR EN LA ZONA MAS ALTA DEL EDIFICIO.
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Repeaters planning 
 
Repeaters allow you to increase distances and sometimes to overcome obstacles by 
placing them properly. 
 
It should be borne in mind that the way the repeaters work in creating a new star 
network downstream, for this reason they use two frequencies. 
 
Repeaters can be daisy-chained, but this functionality should only be used for the 
remotes that send in a unidirectional way (PC AND TH) but not for the rest of the 
remotes. 
 

  

SENSOR

SENSOR

SENSOR

SENSOR

SENSOR

DATALOGGER

SENSOR

MALA SEÑAL

BUENA SEÑAL

COMUNICACIÓN ENTRE VARIAS EDIFICACIONES DE MANERA INCORRECTA.

SENSOR

SENSOR

DATALOGGER

SENSOR

COMUNICACIÓN MEDIANTE LOCALIZACION DE EQUIPOS DENTRO DEL EDIFICIO CON REPETIDOR EN PLANTA ALTA.

MALA SEÑAL

BUENA SEÑAL

SENSOR

REPETIDOR

SENSOR

SENSOR

SENSOR
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Field check 
 
Regardless of what is stated in this document, it is not possible to contemplate all the 
particularities of a real installation, so field tests to measure the actual signal are 
strongly recommended. 
 
With the field tests, it is possible to verify that the planning done is correct or make 
modifications or rethinking that improve our theoretical design. 
 

Settings and go live LongNet Network 
 
It is important to note that this manual DOES NOT COVER the configuration and 
commissioning aspects of the LongNet devices, so you should refer to the datalogger 
manual and the connection sheets of each device. 
 
 


